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ABSTRACT 
This paper gives a new decomposition for the ring of polynomial functions on the variety of 
(n + 1) x (n + 1) complex matrices of rank less than or equal to one. This involves decomposing the 
monoid 
~tg.= {(j,k)E~'+I xN"+ ll]j i=lkl} 
into a finite disjoint union of translates of N cones based on certain 2n simplices n ~2n+2. AS a 
consequence we have a method for writing the normal form of a perturbed n+ I dimensional 
harmonic oscillator in a unique way. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Let d n be the ring of polynomial  functions on the 2n dimensional complex 
aff ine variety Mn+ 1,t of (n+ 1)× (n + 1) complex matrices of rank less than or 
equal to one. The main point of this article is to give a new decomposit ion of
d~,  which we call the Stanley decomposit ion. 
In order to describe this decomposit ion we need a more explicit repre- 
sentation of the ring d~.  In § 5 we show that d n is isomorphic to the ring 
'-~n = C[C  n+ ~ x (C  n+ ~),]c* 
of polynomials on Cn+lx  (C n+ 1), which are invariant under the C* action 
(t, (xo,. . . ,  x , ,  Yo . . . . .  y , ) )  ~ (tXo . . . . .  tx, ,  t -  ~Yo . . . . .  t - lye). 
Partly supported by the U.S. Army Research Office through the Mathematical Sciences Institute 
of Cornell University. 
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Clearly the monomials n0. = xiYj, 0 <--_ i, j < n are invariant under the C * action. 
In fact {nij} generate ~n.  This is shown as follows. Using multi-index 
notation, the monomial M=xiy  j is invariant under C* iff for all t~C* 
M=tlih-[ J IM, that is, iff 
Iil =i0 + "'" +in=l J] =J0 + "'" +Jn. 
Writing the factors of an invariant monomial as two lists 
io il in 
(la) 
X 0 . . . .  , XO, X1,  . . . ,  X 1 . . . .  , Xn ,  . . . ,  X n 
(lb) Yo . . . . .  Yo, Yl . . . . .  Yl . . . .  , Yn . . . .  , Yn 
Jo Jl Jn 
which have the same number of entries since ]i] = Ij[, and pairing off the 
corresponding entries, shows that an invariant M is a product of suitable nij. 
Clearly we have the relations 
(2) nonkt = nunkj 
for all 0 < i, j, k, l < n. In § 5 it is shown that these are the only relations among 
the generators of ~n.  
Now we are in a position to describe the Stanley decomposition of ~n. 
Consider the hq monoid 
dgn = {(i, J) ~ Nn+lx N"+IIIil = IJl} 
which is the exponent monoid of ~n. By a theorem of Stanley [13, p. 191], 
Jr' n can be written as a finite disjoint union of translates of N commutative 
free N monoids Ko, on 2n + 1 generators (see Theorem 3, § 3). In symbols, 
N 
(3) r ig , :  U (rh+K~,). 
/=1 
From the decomposition of J/'/n follows the Stanley decomposition of ~n; 
namely, 
N 
(4) ~3n= 2 @x~yP'C[{~,sl(r ,s)eat}] 
l=1  
where rh= (at, fit)e Nn+l x N n+ 1. And conversely, from the Stanley decompo- 
sition of ~n one obtains the decomposition of ~/n. Unfortunately Stanley's 
proof of the decomposition (3) is nonconstructive. What we do in this paper 
is to give an explicit constructive proof of (4). 
The precise algebraic-geometric meaning of (4) is unknown to the authors. 
Algebraically seen the Stanley decomposition of ~n is, on the one hand, 
weaker than the statement that ~n is Cohen-Macaulay (namely, there are 
elements z 1 . . . . .  Zr~ ~3 n called polynomial generators and elements r h ..... ~/s 
called separators such that 
~n= ~ ®~C[zl,..., zA) 
l= I  
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because the choice of polynomial generators depends on the summand. On the 
other hand, the Stanley decomposition is stronger than Cohen-Macaulay 
because the separators are monomials. 
We end this introduction by writing down the Stanley decomposition of ~3 2. 
Given a monomial M= xiy j with 
1i[ =i0+ il +i2=Jo+ji +j2  = IJl, 
using the relations (2) it can be straightened into a unique monomial 
M= (xi,, Yj,)(xi2, Yj2) "" (x6, yj,) 
(written also as (il,ja)(iE, j 2).. .( i l , jt)) where 
(5) ii _-</2-<_ "" _-< i~ and j l  <=J2 <- "'" <=Jr 
(see § 2). Plotting the nodes ( i , j )  of a~t as in Figure 1, we see that (5) means 
that no node (ik, Jk) in a~t lies strictly above and strictly to the right of any 
(i,j) 0 1 2 j~  
o 
Figure 1. Nodes of the monomial (xoYo)2(x2Yl)(X2Y2)  
other node of )~r. Thus all nodes of M lie on a maximal monotone path, i.e. 
a path beginning at (0, 0) and ending at (2, 2) which is made up of moves to the 
right or moves down. The maximal monotone paths of Figure 1 are given in 
Figure 2 below. 
(o, o) (o, o) 
I I 
(1,o) (1,o)-(1, 1) 
I I 
(2, 0)-(2, 1)-(2, 2) (2, 1)-(2, 2) 
O" 1 t7 2 
(o, o) (o, o)-(o, 1) 
J I 
(1,0)-(1, 1)-(1,2) (1, 1) 
I I 
(2, 2) (2, 1)-(2, 2) 
0"3 0"4 377 
(0, 0)-(0, 1) (0, 0)-(0, 1)-(0,2) 
I I 
(1, 1)-(1,2) (1, 2) 
I t 
(2, 2) (2, 2) 
0"5 0"6 
Figure 2. Maximal monotone paths. Nodes of at corresponding to corners are underlined. 
A corner of a maximal monotone path is a node which is arrived at by a move 
downward and left by a move to the right. Corners in Figure 2 are the nodes 
which are underlined. The Stanley decomposition of ~2 is 
~2 = (X2Yo)C[xoYo, Xl YO, X2Yo, X2Yl, X272] 
(~) (Xl Yo)(x2Yl)C[xoYo, Xl Yo, Xl Yl, x2Yl, x2Y2] 
@ (xl yo)C[xoYo, x1Yo, xl Yl, x1Y2, x2Y2] 
(~ (x2Yl)C[XoYo, XOYl, Xl Yl, X2Yl, x2Y2] 
Q (xl Yl)C[x0Y0, xoYl, Xl Yl, xl Y> x2Y2] 
C[x0 y0, xoY l, :coy> xl Y> x2Y2]. 
The monomials xiYj which are polynomial generators in a given summand 
correspond to the nodes (i, j )  in a maximal monotone path. The separators are 
the products of monomials corresponding to the corners of the monotone path. 
2. STANDARD MONOMIALS AND THE STRAIGHTENING PROCESS 
In this section we give a proof of the Stanley decomposition for the algebra 
~,  using the technique of straightening. A similar proof is given in [5] for the 
Stanley decomposition of the algebra of polynomials on the Grassmannian of 
2-planes in n space. 
Associate to the monomial rcsk the bracket (j, k). We say that (j, k )< ( j ;  k') 
if k < k' or, if k = k', j< j ' .  This gives a complete ordering on the brackets. We 
associate to the monomial 
M= 7ri, j rej~j.., reirSr O<il, jt<_n for l= 1 ..... r 
the bracket monomial 
M = (il, Jl )(/2, J2) """ (Jr, Jr), 
which we also write as a 2 column tableau 
(6) M= i2 J2 . 
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Here we use the following convention on the indices: 
(il,jl)<=(i2,j2)<_ ... <=(it, Jr ). 
The number r is called the length of M, i.e. l (M) = r. The pair (it, Jr) is called 
the height of M, i.e. ht (M)= (it, jr). 
Thus the 7/ algebra of C* invariant polynomials is the bracket algebra B 
generated by the brackets (j, k) where 1 <=j, k <= n. The relations (2) become the 
basic syzygy 
(7) (j, k)(l, m) = (j, m)(t, k), 1 <=j, k, l, m < n 
among the brackets. In terms of 2 × 2 tableaux, (7) reads 
DEFINITION. A tableau (6) is called a standard tableau if i I <= i 2 <= ... <=i r. 
I f  we represent ( j ,k) as nodes in 2vzN([1,n]×[1,n]), then the nodes 
{(Jr, kl)t 1 <=l<=r} represent a standard tableau if no (Jl, kt) lies strictly above 
and strictly to the right of a (Jr, kr). An arbitrary tableau can be straightened 
into a standard tableau by applying the basic syzygy (8). This is the content of 
the following 
LEMMA 1. The Z span of the standard tableau is the bracket algebra B. 
PROOF. We prove this by induction on the length of M. The statement is 
trivial for l (M) = 1. Suppose we can bring tableaux of length ___ k into standard 
form. Take M with I (M) = k + 1. Define M '  = M/ht (M) .  Since I(M') < I(M) we 
can bring M '  into standard form _~r,. Consider the 2 × 2 tableau consisting of 
ht(37I') and ht(M).  Let us write this as 
There are two possibilities: 
1 Either if<__j, in which case M is standard. 
2 Or j '> j  in which case using (8) we write (9) as 
If  we do this to M to get M, ht (M)>ht (M) .  
Since we can increase the height of M only a finite number of times, at a 
certain moment after repeating the whole procedure a number of times we must 
end up with case 1. Then we are done. • 
LEMMA 2. The standard tableaux are linearly independent. 
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PROOF. Among all the nontrivial linear dependence relations among the 
standard tableaux {Mk}~= 1choose one 
N 
(10) 2 CkMk=O 
k=l  
with nonzero scalars Ck such that 
(a) the number of distinct variables in the Mk is as small as possible; 
(b) subject to (a) the maximum length of the tableaux M k is as small as 
possible. 
Let (j, k) be the maximal bracket (with respect to the height ordering) 
appearing in (10). By (b) (j, k) is not a common factor of all the M k. Put 
(j,k)=O in (10). Since the height of ( j ,k) is maximal, the standard tableaux 
M k will remain standard. Thus we obtain a nontrivial relation with fewer 
variables. This contradicts (a). [] 
A Stanley decompos i t ion  of the space of tableaux B is a sequence of m free 
abelian submonoids BI . . . . .  B m of the multiplicative monoid B, each of rank k, 
and m elements r/1 .. . . .  1/,, e B such that 
B= ~ (~F/i~[B/]. 
i= l  
Here O is the direct sum of additive abelian groups and Z[Bi] is the free 
additive abelian group generated by B i. 
The goal of this paragraph is to make the Stanley decomposition of B 
explicit. Consider the figure 
1 2 3 
1 (I,1) (1,2) (1,3) 




n (n, 1) (n,2) (n, 3) ... (n,n) 
I 
Figure 3. 
where each node represents a bracket in B. For each monotone  path Pi from 
(1, 1) to (n, n), that is, a path which consists of moves downward or to the right, 
define B i to be the free abelian multiplicative monoid generated by the 
brackets in Pi. There are 
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monotone paths. A corner of a monotone path is a node which is at the end 
of a move down and at the start of a move to the right. Thinking of the product 
of the nodes of a monotone path as a tableau, we order the monotone paths 
by its inverted lexicographic order: M<M'  if ht(M)<ht(M') or, M/ht(M)< 
<M'/ht(M').  
We now prove 
THEOREM 1. 
B({(j, k)]l _<j, k_< n)}) = 
where 
N 
E rlzE[(r,s)[(r,s) is a node o fpt  ] 
l=1 
tlt = 11 {(u, o)l(u, v) is a corner ofpz }. 
PROOF. By the straightening algorithm, every tableau is a unique linear 
combination of standard tableaux. Recall that a standard tableau does not 
have two nodes one of which lies strictly above and to the right of the other. 
Thus a monotone path pz corresponds to a standard tableau. Since standard 
tableaux are linearly independent, it follows that the multiplicative monoid Bt, 
generated by the nodes of P/, is free. Since ~h~2~[Bz] , as an additive group 
r/12~[B/] is generated by standard tableaux. 
Because B is generated as an additive group by the standard tableaux, to 
prove the theorem it suffices to show that every standard tableau is in a unique 
r/ J[B/].  Let M be a standard tableau. Since M is standard, its factors lie on a 
monotone path. Let p be the largest monotone path containing the factors of 
M. Suppose (r,s) is a corner o fp  which is not a factor of M. Then ( r -  1,s) and 
(r,s+ I) are nodes of p. Let q be the monotone path created by taking p and 
replacing (r, s) by ( r -  1, s + 1). Then q still contains the factors of M, and q >p,  
since ( r -  1, s + 1)> (r, s) and all other brackets are equal, thus contradicting the 
maximality o fp .  This proves that to each standard Mthere is a unique (because 
it is maximal in the complete ordering) monotone path all of whose corners are 
factors of M. We denote the path by Pt and the product of the corners by t/l, 
and we have shown that Mer/z2~[Bt]. • 
3. THE STANLEY DECOMPOSIT ION OF  ,~t' n
Here we give another proof of the Stanley decomposition of the monoid 
dg n. This proof is more in the spirit of Stanley's original argument [13, 
p. 191]. 
We begin with some combinatorial preliminaries. 
Let Z'~ be an n dimensional simplex with vertices {u0 ..... un}. Then the 
product 2;~ x2~ n has vertices {(ui, uj)[i, j e  {0 ... . .  n}}. Consider the vertices of 
this product as entries in the (n+ 1)x (n+ 1) dimensional array An. 2;n XX, is 
a 2n dimensional polytope [8]. Therefore a triangulation of Xn x X n consists of 
maximal simplices of dimension 2n, each having 2n + 1 vertices. 
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A triangulation A n of Xn xZn is given in [7, p. 67, def. 8.81. We will now 
give another more combinatorial description of this triangulation, due, essen- 
tially, to [4]. A monotone path in An is a sequence of entries of An beginning 
with (Uo, Uo) and ending with (u n, un) such that the entry following (ui, uj) is 
either (ui, uj+ 1) or (ui+l, uj). In other words a monotone path is composed of 
moves either one step to the right or one step down. Each monotone path in 
.An consists of 2n + 1 entries. The triangulation An of Zn xXn has maximal 2n 
dimensional simplices a consisting of the convex hull of the vertices corre- 
sponding to the entries of the monotone path p~ in An. An elementary 
counting argument shows that there are 
monotone paths in An. A corner of a monotone path is a move down followed 
by a move to the right. A classical argument, which can be found in [9], shows 
that the number of monotone paths in .A n which have exactly i corners is 
This completes the description of the triangulation of An. 
Here we give another description of An. Let o9 be the ordering on the 
vertices (ui, uj) of Zn xZn, defined by 
(ui, uj) <__ (u k, ut) if i<=k and j<_l. 
Denote the vertex (ui, uj) by the node (i,j). The collection of all d, O<d<2n, 
faces of Zn ×Zn is the set of all d+ 1 vertices corresponding to d+ 1 distinct 
nodes in some monotone path. If Fa is a d-face of Z n × Zn, let 6(Fa) be the 
smallest vertex in Fa in the ordering a~. Thus O(Fa) is the upper left most 
node of the nodes corresponding to F a. We say that the collection of faces 
q~ = (F o, F 1 . . . . .  Fan) of Z n XX n is a full flag if •(Fi)  is not a vertex of F i_ 1 for all 
i = 1 ..... 2n. If ~ is a full flag then the 2n + 1 vertices (d(F0), d(F l) . . . . .  d(F2n)) 
form a 2n simplex A(~). Clearly the nodes corresponding to d(F o) ..... d(F2n) 
form a maximal monotone path. Hence F~ = {A(q~) I ~ is aful l f lag ofXn xXn} 
form a triangulation of Zn xXn which is exactly An. 
In order to construct a shelling of the triangulation An we must order the 
maximal 2n dimensional simplices a in An. This we do as follows. Encode the 
monotone path p~ corresponding to a by a binary string a~: a 0 in the string 
indicates a move to the right and a 1 a move down. Order the binary strings 
a~ via the lexicographic order with the string 




last. Let A be a pure simplicial complex, that is, all the maximal simplices of 
A have d + 1 vertices. Then a shelling of A is an ordering a t ..... ak of all its 
maximal simplices such that for each j,  2=j=< k, 
~rin( U o-;) 
i< j  
is a subcomplex A' of A determined by some number, say nj, of (d -  1)-faces 
of aj. When j=  1, we put n 1 =0. Having a shelling of A is equivalent to saying 
that there is a unique minimal face rj of aj which 




2. has nj vertices, each of which is the vertex of crj omitted from one of the 
(d -  1)-faces determining A'. 
Given a shelling of A, define 
h~(A) = #{Jlni=i}. 
The numbers hi(A) depend only on A and not on the particular shelling (see 
e.g. [3]). In particular 
j=0  
where j~(A) is the number of j faces of A. 
THEOREM 2. The lexicographic order on the 2n dimensional simplices of An 
gives a shelling of An such that 
hi(A)=hi= (ni ) 2. 
In fact for each maximal simplex a of A, the minimal face of a not in the union 
of earlier maximal simplices has vertices corresponding to the corners of the 
monotone path Pa associated to a. 
PROOF. Consider the binary string a~ associated to a. Each 10 substring 
corresponds to a corner o fpa.  Replacing a 10 substring in aa by a 01 substring 
results in a binary string a~, where a '< a in the lexicographic order. But an  a '  
is a face of a of codimension 1. Since any ao. for a"<a is obtained from ao 
by a sequence of 10 substring replacements, the vertex set of an  a" must lie in 
aOa' where a '  is obtained from a by a single 10 substring repiacement. The 
number of such possible replacements in ao is just the number of corners of a. 
Thus it is the number of codimension 1 faces of a in 
an( U ~'), 
Cr'<~ 
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which in turn is the number of vertices of the unique minimal face r of g not in 
U f i r  
a'~G 
In fact, the unique minimal face r has vertices corresponding to the corners of 
the monotone path Pa. • 
In the next paragraphs we construct he Stanley decomposition of J t  n. 
Consider the N monoid d,t n defined by the set of all ( j , k )eNn+lxN n+l 
which satisfy 
(11) j o+ j l+  ... + jn=ko+kl+ "" +k  n. 
Let K n be the cone of nonnegative rational solutions of (11). Slicing Kn with 
the hyperplane 
Jo+J l  + "'" + Jn+ ko+ k l  + "'" +kn=2 
gives the polytope Zn xZn. The triangulation A n of Zn xXn described in this 
section gives a decomposition of K n into 2n + 1 dimensional simplicial cones, 
that is, cones having 2n + 1 linearly independent extreme rays. Let K~ be the 
simplicial cone corresponding to the maximal simplex a tA  n. 
We now explicitly carry out the decomposition of ~t' n into a disjoint union 




(12) J /n= [_J (rh+/~,),  
/=l 
where/(~, is the free commutative N monoid generated by the vertices of o'z; 
O' l~ -.. ,~ O'N~ 
is the shelling of An; r h is the sum of the vectors associated to the vertices of 
at which correspond to the corners of the path pC. 
On our way toward proving (12) we will need to understand the structure of 
the integral points of K n and K a. For this we need the notion of an extreme 
ray. Corresponding to the entry (Ur, Us) of p~, a a (maximal) 2n simplex in 
(n) 2n + 2 Zn X Xn, let Ors e [R be the vector with 1 in the (r + 1)st and (n + 1 + s + 1)st 
components and 0 elsewhere. The extreme rays of Ko are the vectors v}~  where 
(ur, Us) is an entry in the monotone path pa associated to a. We have the 
LEMMA 3. 
1. Any integral point of Kn lies in some Ko. 
2. Any integral point of Ko is a unique nonnegative integral combination of 
the extreme rays of K~. 
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PROOF. Part (1) has already been proved (see the argument after formula 
(1)). 
To prove part (2) first we note that any such representation is necessarily 
unique, since the extreme rays of Ka are linearly independent. Next, suppose 
z ~ Ka fq Z 2n + 2. We show that any representation 
Z= ~ J.r, sOr, s 
r,s 
To see this, note that there is a linear order on the Vr, s induced by the order of 
the entries (Ur, Us) in the path Pa- Further, note that each (u r, u,r) in Pa is either 
the last entry in row r or the last entry in column s. If some )~r,s¢Y-, let (e,X) 
be the first such in this order. Then either entry ~+ 1 or entry n+ 1 +g+ 1 of 
the vector z is not integral, since for that row or column, 2~,~ is both the first 
noninteger weight and the last nonzero weight. Since z is all integer, this is 
impossible. • 
We remark that a consequence of this lemma is that e) is a compressed 
ordering [12]. To see that o) is compressed it suffices to show that for any 
rational point a in the interior of a face Fd of 27 n x22n, if c is the unique 
rational number such that 
1 
- -  (or- cO(f)) 
1 -c  
lies in the boundary of F a then l(a)c is an integer. Here l(a) is the least 
common multiple of the denominators of a. Write 
d 
0~= ~ ~.rOr, 
r-O 
where or are vertices of Fa and 0<2r< 1, ~.rffQ. Then l(a)a is an integral 
linear combination of extreme rays belonging to some Ko. Hence by the 
lemma, all l(o~)2r are integers. Suppose that 6(Fa)=os for some s, O<_s<_d. 
Then ot - 2sJ(Fa) belongs to the boundary of F a. Hence c = 2~. Therefore l(a)c 
is an integer. 
We now prove theorem 3. Because the geometric nature of / (a,  has been 
given by the lemma, we need only show that the N monoid 
'if/In = Kn 07/2n+2 
is a disjoint union given by the statement of the theorem. 
We proceed by induction on N, the number of maximal simplices in the 
shelling of A n . Let 
As= U aj and R i= U. R~. 
j<=i J<-_t 
We have A n =A N and ~n =/~ =/~N. The result is true for N= 1 since r/1 =0. 
Suppose that 
/~i-1 _ U (Y/j+gaj). 
j<i 
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We know that 
~fi= K i -  l [.J gai.  
Moreover points in 
Ki_ l (']Rai 
are exactly those lying on the n i codimension 1 subcones of Ro~ spanned by 
the rt i codimension 1 faces of o i which lie in A i -1  Therefore points R i -  R i- 1 
are just those points which do not lie on any of those codimension 1 faces 
of a i. Therefore z ~ R i - /~ i -  1 is a point whose xpression in the monoid R i 
involves positive integer coefficients of each of the corners of po .  Thus 
Z ~ gli + Koi" Hence 
Ri  : R i-  1 U (l']i + Rai ) . 
No point in rli+Ro~ can lie in R i- 1 since the corner entries of Pa~ span the 
unique face z i of ai which does not lie in A i- 1. Thus the union is disjoint. I 
We note that everything done in the past section extends to the case Z r × Z s 
corresponding to the monoid Mr, s determined by 
A+J l  + "'" +Jr=kO+ kl + "'" +ks. 
The only changes that we have to make are 
\ i / \ i /  
and 
We end this section by showing that the h-vector (ho, hi . . . .  , hzn ) of Z n X~" n 
where 
for O<=i<_n and hi=O for i>n  does not depend on the triangulation A. of 
Z, XZn. 
Consider the generating function 
J (XnX~n, t2) =1+ 2 #{a6Zn×Z,  nC=~.2n+Z[mtz~z2n+2}tZm. 
m>l 
Since An = F~, where co is the ordering on the vertices of Z n × Zn defined above 
and since (o is compressed, by a theorem of Stanley [12, p. 336] it follows that 
~ hit2 i
j(& x&,t2)= ,=0 
( I  --  t2 )  2n + t 
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where the h i is the i th  component of the h vector of the triangulation A n of 
ZnxZn. 
Now consider the Poincar6 series for the algebra ~n of C* invariant 
polynomials; namely 
~,~n(t) = • (dimc~3(m))tzm, 
m~0 
where ~m)  is the vectorspace of homogeneous C* invariant polynomials of 
degree m. Then 
I 
,~n( t )= 2 #{(J,k)~Nn+lxNn+lllJl=lk[,[Jl+lkl=Zm}tZm 
rn=>O 
(13) 
= ~ (m+n~2tZm 
m-=o\n J ' '  
where the last equality follows from the fact that 
#{j~N~+l I l J l=m}=(m;n) .  
Actually ~n is a rational function in t 2 [11]. To find it we substitute the 
binomial coefficient identity 
+ j  n n 
j=0 \ 2n 
into (13) (see [10]). Changing the variable of summation gives 
2. / / \n - j /  j=O = 
_ ( l _ t2 )  2n+l ~ n t2 j
j=0 n j 
- (1 _ tZ)2n+l 
j=0  
= J(Xn x Xn, t2). 
Thus the h vector of X n x2; n is independent of the triangulation A n. 
4. A C* ACT ION AND THE HARMONIC OSCILLATOR 
In this section we explain the relation between the normal form of a per- 
turbed n dimensional harmonic oscillator and the algebra ~n of C* invariant 
functions. 
Consider the Hamiltonian function 
i=0 
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on the symplectic vectorspace (T*Nn+~,co). Jg2 is the Hamiltonian of the 
n dimensional harmonic oscillator. The corresponding Hamiltonian vectorfield 
X.~, i is 
0=-~ 
whose flow is an S 1 action on T*rRn+l = Rn+lx (Nn+l), given by 
(14) t.(~,rl)=(cost~+sintrl, - sint~ + costr/). 
We now say what is meant by the normal form of a formal power series 
perturbation of the harmonic oscillator. Let Pm= Pro( T*Rn+ 5, ~) be the space 
of homogeneous polynomials of degree m on T*~ n+a. The formal power 
series Hamiltonian 
~(~, ~) = ~2(~,  ~) +"  + af , .  (~, ~) +..., 
where ~m ~ Pro, is in normal form with respect o o~g 2 iff for every m >=2 
L~fm=0,  
where Loe2 is the Lie derivative with respect o the vectorfield Xoe2. In other 
words, ~ is in normal form iff it is invariant under the linear S t action given 
by (14). Because Xoe 2 is a semisimple linear mapping, Lae 2 is a semisimple 
linear mapping of Pm into itself. Therefore 
(15) Pm(T*[Rn+l,~,)=ker Lae~iPm@im L~2IPm. 
Using (15), standard techniques (see (1)) construct a near identity formal power 
series symplectic mapping which brings the formal power series o~ into normal 
form. 
To describe the normal form of formal power series perturbations of the 
harmonic oscillator we need to know the generators of the algebra of poly- 
nomials which are invariant under the S 1 action given by the flow of the 
harmonic oscillator. Toward this goal we introduce complex conjugate coor- 
dinates 
z/= ~t + irh wt = ~t- irh l = 0 ..... n 
on T*~ n+l. Then o~f2 becomes the quadratic Hermitian polynomial 
o@2= ½ ~ ZIWI 
l=0 
and X~2 becomes Xa?2: 
0o@2 
4l= -2 i - -  = -izl for l=0  ..... n 
Owl 
ao@2 
wt=2i ~ =iw I for 1=0 .... ,n. 
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The flow of X~ 2 generates an S l={t~C*[ l t [=  1} action on the real 2n+2 
dimensional subspace W2.+2 = {(x, y) e C n+ l x (C n+ 1)*Ix=z, y=z}:  
(16) t. (z, w) = (tz, tw). 
Let HP m be the set of Hermitian polynomials of degree m, that is, all expres- 
sions of the form 
cjkzJw ~ 
]jl+lkl=m 
where cjk = cjk and cjk e C. Since the mapping 
[ 1 1 \ 
'-~m(¢, 11) '-~m|"~-\2, (Z + W), -~ (Z--W), 
/ 
is a bijective real linear mapping between Pm and HPm, ker Lae2IP m is in 
bijective correspondence with ker Lje2[HP m. Elements of ker L~? 2 are those 
Hermitian polynomials which are invariant under the S 1 action (16). If we 
restrict the C* action on T*C n+l =Cn+l× (cn+l) * given by 
t. (x, y) = (tx, t -  ly) 
to S I~c  * and to the real subspace W2n+2 we obtain the S a action given by 
(16). Restricting the generators zbj=xiYj,  O<_i,j<__n of the algebra a n of the 
C *-invariant polynomials to W2, + 2 gives the generators aij- = zi wj, 0 <_ i, j <_ n 
of the algebra of Sl-invariant Hermitian polynomials. Thus Re a/j and Im trij 
are the generators of the algebra pS' of polynomials on T*IR n+l which are 
invariant under the flow of the harmonic oscillator. 
5. APPENDIX. d n IS ISOMORPHIC TO ~n 
First we show that the ring of polynomials d n of the variety M n+ 1,1 of all 
(n + 1)x (n+ 1) complex matrices whose rank is less than or equal to one is 
isomorphic to g.=C[C(n+I)2]/I  2 where 12 is the ideal generated by the 2x2  
minors of a generic (n + 1) x (n + 1) matrix. Then we show that the mapping 
q~:C n+l ×(cn+l)*~Mn+l,1 c=c(n+l)2 : (x, y )~x@y 
induces an isomorphism 
where ~,  is the algebra of C* invariant polynomials on Cn+lx (C"+I) *. 
Consider the algebra of polynomials C[C (~+1)2] on the set C (n+l)= of 
(n + 1)x (n + 1) complex matrices. C[C (n+1)2] is generated by the linear poly- 
nomials {E~} which is the dual basis corresponding to the standard basis {Ea} 
of C (n + 1)5. (Here Eij is the matrix with 1 in the (i, j)th entry and 0 in the other 
entries). The ideal I 2 is generated by the polynomials 
Ei~E;¢  * * -E~E,  s O<_i,j,k,l<_m 
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The variety M, + 1,1 is defined as the set of zeroes of 12. Consider the mapping 
~// : C[c(n + 1)2]--~d n : f~f jMn+l ,  1 . 
By definition of the ring of polynomial functions d ,  on M, + 1,1, ~' is a sur- 
jective ring homomorphism. To show that d ,  is isomorphic to f~n, we need 
only show that the kernel of ~ is 12. Suppose that fE  ker g/, thenflMn+l, 1 =0. 
Therefore by Hilbert's Nullstellensatz, there is a nonnegative integer such that 
f r~  12. But 12 is a radical ideal. (This is a well known consequence of the fact 
that ~n has a straightening law, see [2, p. 77] and [6]. For completeness we 
prove this in lemma 1 below). Therefore f~I2.  Clearly I2Cker g/. Thus 
ker ~ = I 2, which is what we wished to show. 
LEMMA 1. I 2 is a radical ideal. 
PROOF. Denote the linear polynomial Eiy on C[C (n+1)2] by the bracket (i,j). 
Since C[C (n+ 1)2] is generated by {Eij }, every element of C[C ("+ 1)2] is given by 
a bracket polynomial. Since 12 is generated by * * * * Eij E;a - every EilEkj, element 
of ~n is given by a bracket polynomial where the sygyzy 
(i, j)(k, l) = (i, l)(k, j )  
holds. Hence we may apply the straightening process of § 2 to the bracket 
polynomials of ~ .  
Suppose that 
M 
(17) T= 2 ciri 
i=0 
is a polynomial in 6, with monomials Ti such that Tin= 0. Then using the 
straightening process we may suppose that each T i in (17) is standard and 
TI< T2'( "" '( TM (where T<__S if ht(T)<ht(S) or if ht(T)=ht(S), then 
T/ht(T) <__ S/ht(S). Now 
ciI'"cig TI1... iTS. 
Tin= ~ i1! ""iM! 
Since 7"1 "( "'" < TM, T~ is greater than the straightened form of T~ 1... T~ 
for all 1 < il .... , iM<= m with (il ..... iM) ~ (M, .... M). Consequently 
(18) Tm=c~T~+lower  standard monomials. 
Since Tin= 0, by linear independence of the standard monomials it follows 
from (18) that cM=O. Hence after finitely many repetitions of the above 
argument we obtain T= 0. Thus 12 is a radical ideal, which is what we wished 
to prove. • 
Now consider the mapping 
: C,+ 1 x (C "+ l)*~C(n+ 1)2 : x, y-~x®y.  
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Since (x®y)(u)=y(u)x for all u ~ C" + l, the image of 0 is a subset of M~ + :, 1. 
Moreover x®y has as its matrix representative the (n + l) × (n + l) matrix 
(xiYj). The following lemma gives the essential properties of 0. 
LEMMA 2. 
(a) 0 is surjective; 
(b) for AeM~+I ,1 ,  the fiber of 0-1(A) is a single C* orbit, if A~0 or is 
(C"+~ x {O})U({O} ×(C"+')*), if A --0. 
PROOF. To prove (a) suppose that A has rank equal to zero. Then A =0. 
Hence 0(0, y) = 0®y = 0 does the job. Now suppose that A is a nonzero element 
of  M n + 1,1. Let x be a nonzero vector in im A. Then v = Ax G im A. If o = 0, 
then there is a nonzero vector u such that 
(19) x=Au. 
Hence u~ker  A. Since dim ker A=n+l -d im im A=n+l -1 ,  there is a 
yGC n+l* such that y (u )= l  and {2u[2~C}Qker A=C n+l. Therefore 
A =x®y because (x(~y)(u)=y(u)x=x=Au, x(~)y[ker A=0=Alker  A and 
{2u[2~C}q)ker  A=C n+l. I f  v:g0, then there is a nonzero pGC such that 
o =ktx, since dim im A = 1. Therefore xCker  A. Hence there is a yG(Cn+l) *
such that ker y = ker A and y(x)= ;t. Because 
(x®y)(x) = y(x)x = ;tx = Ax and (x®y)]ker A = 0 = A [ker A, 
A =x®y. Therefore 0 is surjective. 
To prove (b) suppose that x®y =0. Then for all u ~ C n+ 1, 0 = (x®y)(u)= 
=y(u)x. I f  x=0,  then y~(C"+l )  * is arbitrary. I f  x4:0, then y (u)=0 for all 
u E C n+ 1 that is, y = 0. Therefore 
0-1(0)=(cn+Ix{0})U({0} X(Cn+l)*). 
Now suppose that A ~M~+1,1- {0}. To show that the fiber 0-1(A) is a single 
C* orbit, we analyze the freedom in the choices made in the proof of (a). I f  
u = 0, then all possible choices of u satisfying (19) are u + w with w G ker A. But 
y(u+ w)=y(u)= 1. Thus y~ (Cn+l) * does not depend on the choice of u. In 
other words, for a fixed ,4 EMn+~,l, Y depends only on the choice of basis 
vector x~im A. There are only C* such choices. Hence 0-1(A) is topo- 
logically a C *. But 0 -  :(A) is a union of C * orbits. Hence 0 -  I(A) is a single 
C * orbit. I f  v ~ 0, then again y is uniquely determined by the choice of x. Hence 
0 - I (A )  is a C* orbit. This proves (b). • 
We are now in position to show that d n and ~n are isomorphic. The 
mapping ¢ induces a ring homomorphism 
09* : dn--~C[C n+l X (cn+l)*] : f~foO=F.  
Since 0 is surjective, 0 * is injective. Actually, the image of 0"  is contained 
in ~, .  For, let y be the C* orbit which intersects either U=C n+l x{O} or 
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V= {0} x (C n+ ~)*. Since U and V are invariant under the C* action, yC U or 
y ___ V. Therefore  F(y) cF(UU V) c__F(~b - I(0)) = { f (0)},  that  is, F is constant on 
the C* orbi t  y. Now suppose that y is a C* orbit  which does not intersect 
UUV.  Then yc_ - (cn+l -{0})x( (cn+l )* -{0}) .  Since y=q~- l (A)  for some 
A ~M~+I , I -  {0}, F(y)=F(ep- I (A))  = {f(A)} .  Therefore F is constant on all 
C * orbits.  In other words F i s  a C * invariant polynomial ,  i.e. F~ ~n" To show 
that ~ * maps ~q'n onto ~,  we recall f rom § 1 that the quadrat ic  po lynomials  
ni j=xiy  j O<=i,j<=n on C n+1 xC n+l* generate ~3~. Since 
(~0 *)(Eij)(x, y) = (ei® e j  ) *(~O(x, y)) 
= (ei*@ e i)(x@y) 
= ei*(x)y(ei) 
= xiYj=nij(x, Y), 
q~* is surjective. Thus ~¢n is isomorphic to ~.  [] 
An impor tant  consequence of  this i somorphism is the fact that 
(20) 
I 0 = ¢~*(12) 
=~ (EisE;~-EitEkj) 
--~ ~ i j~k l - -  TCilT~kj 
are the only relations among the generators {nij} of  ~n.  For  suppose that 
F= 0 is a po lynomia l  relat ion among the generators o f  ~n-  Then F= ~O *( f )  for 
some f in  d~.  Hence f= 0. This is a po lynomial  relat ion in d , .  There fore f~ I2 
since d n = f~n. Consequent ly there are a iy~ d n such that 
Hence 
f=  ~ aijkl(Ei~Efft - Ei~E~j ). 
F= (p * ( f )  = 2 fb *(aiy)(;ci jnkt- nilnkj). 
Thus F= 0 fol lows from (20). 
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